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Shall and will - Wikipedia Shall and will are two of the English modal verbs. They have various uses, including the expression of propositions about the future, in
what is usually referred to as the future tense of English. â€˜Shallâ€™ or â€˜willâ€™? | Oxford Dictionaries [[RUBATO]]The traditional rule is that shall is used with
first person pronouns (i.e. I and we) to form the future tense, while will is used with second and third person forms (i.e. you, he, she, it, they. The difference between
shall and will (grammar lesson) Shall and Will The main use of the auxiliary verbs will and shall is to form the future tense. For example: I will arrive on Tuesday. I
shall arrive on Tuesday. However, these days, the use of shall to form the future tense is becoming rarer (especially in the US), and it is safe to use will every time.

SHALL | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary In the past, as taught in schools, the future tense in English was formed with "shall" in the first person â€“ I
shall go, we shall go â€“ and "will" in the second and third persons â€“ you will go, Mary will go, they will go. Whatâ€™s the difference between â€˜willâ€™ and
â€˜shall ... Although shall is far less common than will, which has over 7 million occurrences on the OEC, all is not entirely lost with regard to shall! It has its place
in the limelight when it comes to questions, when itâ€™s used in British and American English to make suggestions or offers, or to ask for advice:. When <shall/
should> I.... | WordReference Forums In British English there is a difference. "When shall I go to collect my documents" is equivalent to asking "When will I go . . . "
which is a somewhat ridiculous question because how can the person being asked know the answer?.

When shall we three meet again - eNotes Shakespeare Quotes 1st Witch: "When shall we three meet again In thunder, lightning, or in rain?" Macbeth (I, i, 1-2) With
these words Macbeth begins. This dark tragedy opens with three of the most memorable. Shall - definition of shall by The Free Dictionary Usage Note: The
traditional rules for using shall and will prescribe a highly complicated pattern of use in which the meanings of the forms change according to the person of the
subject. Will, Would / Shall, Should | Learn English The modal verbs are; will, would, shall, should, can, could, may, might and must. In this module we focus on
will and would, and shall and should. In this module we focus on will and would, and shall and should.

When shall the Eagles be kings of Africa again? - Vanguard ... The Super Eagles regained some respect in African football last weekend. They drew with Bafana
Bafana in Johannesburg. They had lost in their first-leg encounter in Nigeria a long time ago.
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